
Lockdown Finals Saturday 290th August 2020 
 
Ladies Singles, A thrilling head to head between arguably the 2 best lady bowlers in the club 
(but i an biased), Sue took an early lead until Ann started countering. At 19 ends it was 15 all, 
any slip now means curtains, A 1 to Anne was followed by a 1 to Sue, then again, now 17 all. 
Anne then took a 3. Is it all over? No Sue took a 3 back. It’s a head to head, Sue bowls, she is 
about a foot from the jack, Anne draws slightly closer, we now have all the bowls bowled 
except for Anne’s last, Has she got shot? Possibly, but its a tight measure, Anne cannot risk it, 
She bowls her last bowl slightly too wide, but what? It just nudges Sue's nearest bowl. The 
umpire is called. He rolls out Sue’s black bowl. Sue wins 21:20. 
 
Whilst this was going on, I was trying to bowl (badly) on the next rink. It was difficult to 
concentrate with 2 good matches going on either side. We (Yellow) lost the first end - good 
omen for me!, We got it back on the second and then went down 5. It looked bad, but early 
days still. Mavis started getting in her stride. We took a 1 then another then a 4. We were back 
to 7 all. From then on Steve started bowling some really good woods to complement Mavis’s. If 
Mavis wasn’t there Steve was. James was left trying to either cut it down or move the jack back. 
Always a tough decision. I just had to keep out of or in the way!. I must commend Noreen on 
her first performance as a beginner bowling in a finals match she and Colin bowed well. 
Fortunately my 2 to bowlers did better finishing 21:12 at 17 ends. James’s turn for victory is for 
him to capture tomorrow. I wish him well, he certainly out bowled me today. 
 
On the other side, another tough tussle. Mike Edger, victor in 2 singles semi finals and 
apparently invincible, backed by the long term skill and experience of Derek, were there to 
overcome the Kendalls. But the Kendalls took an early lead and it all looked fairly 
straightforward for them. But, experience tells, and the Edger /Webb combo started their come 
back: from 15:6 down at 11 ends, they took a 2, a 4 and a 1 to get to 15:13, Kendalls gone 1 
back then dropped a 3 and a 4: Its 20:16 to the two men with 4 ends to go. Sinews stiffened, 
the Kendalls took all of the last 4 ends, winning a very tight game 22:20. Well done everyone. 
 
The Presentation ceremony was a bit strange. No close ups, no hand shaking and no handing 
over trophies. We each had to pick them up from the table. But it worked and I think everyone 
was happy, and more importantly - safe. 
 
Thanks to Terry for umpiring, Jill Hopkins for marking, Ian Goldie, Sylvia Snow and Rachel Leese 
for scoring. 
It was great having spectators - all lined up on the new metal barrier, comfortably socially 
distanced. 
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Lockdown Finals Sunday  30th August 2020 

Sadly James Waller was unable to play in the final of the Men’s Championship so following our 
established rules the this competition was awarded to Mike Edger. 
 
First to play was the Short Mat Lokkerbol trophy between Steve Little and Derek Webb. It is 
hard to go from outside playing, where weight is required to the very gentle roll for short mat. 
Both players struggled with weight initially And this competition is played in 2 sets of 9 ends 
each. Steve got off to an early start, but going into the 9th end it was 6 all. Derek took the last 
end to earn the first point. Then Steve found his form and won the 2nd set comfortably 11:6 
after 8 ends. Sudden death playoff over 3 ends. In the end, Derek took 2 ends and the game 
was over. Derek victorious. 
 
The second short mat final saw Steve back in action but again wife Chris. Chris had practiced a 
little to compensate for Steve’s previous experience, but Steve got off to a flying start that Chris 
struggled to overcome. Steve won the Houston trophy for Novices (players who have not 
played short mat before 2019) by 16 shots to 6. 
 
Outside, 2 epic contests were fought. In the Senior Shield John Kelland gained an early lead but 
never got that far in front. 7 all at 8 ends, John nosed in front again but Ian pegged it back to 12 
all at 14 ends, but then the wheels came off. Ian only managed 1 more point with very tight 
heads. John earned a notable win 21:13 after 22 ends. 
 On rink 2, Sue Lokkerbol was once again in action against Clive “straight wood” Kendall. This 
was a very thrilling match that had the spectators oohing and aahhing every end. Sue took an 
early lead (bad news for those that know form!. 3 up after there first 3 ends, then to drop a 3. 
Clive goes in front but dropping a 4 on the way, for Sue to do exactly the same the next end. At 
10 ends it was 10 all. Clive got to 13 before Sue got her act together to get to a 17:14 lead and 
then lost the next 3 ends, its 19 :17 to Clive, Sue, never to be beaten easily, takes the next 2 
ends. its 20:19 to Sue. Sue bowls - its wide, Clive bowls, its shot but not that close. Sue bowls 
and gets to the jack, Clive responds and nearly knocks Sue off. Sue puts down a protective shot, 
a bit wide but round the back, Clive bowls heavy shatters the head and takes shot + 1: Sue tries 
to respond but luck or good skill have finally run out, Clive wins the Mixed Championship 21:20. 
 
Again, well done and thanks to all the competitors who have played in these rather strange 
competitions. Thanks to all the markers, scorers and others who have helped make the 
weekend a resounding success. 
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